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DATA COORDINATION GUIDANCE 
 

Data coordination is the task of assembling the forms, photographs, and other information on the 
resources located during a survey, and obtaining and recording the various reference numbers on 
them that will integrate them into the Delaware State Historic Preservation Office (DE SHPO) 
inventory filing system. DE SHPO staff members are available to train surveyors and provide 
advice about this process, but will not complete the data coordination responsibilities for the 
Principal Investigator. Submitting survey forms can now be done during survey projects through 
the CHRIS system;1 all forms need to be submitted before the final draft of the report is 
submitted. It is the responsibility of the Principal Investigator to see that this work is done 
prior to submitting the survey report, so that the report will cross-reference with the DE 
SHPO's files. 
 

Survey Numbers 
 
The DE SHPO’s filing system developed over a number of 
years, with sometimes inconsistent decisions made by various 
users of the system. So it is not unusual to find inconsistencies 
in the numbering and mapping of historic properties quite 
apart from the usual errors of mapping or number 
transposition. As the mapping of our information into CHRIS 
proceeds, we are performing quality control checks and 
attempting to eliminate problems in numbering and filing. 
 
The data coordination step in a survey project is therefore of 
critical importance. It moves the most basic information 
generated by a survey into Delaware’s central repository of 
information on historic buildings and sites in a way that 
allows the DE SHPO to secure the survival of that 
information and to retrieve it in the future upon demand by 
future users. That future user could be you. Please ask for 
assistance or clarification if you have any questions about 
doing the data coordination for your survey. 
 
The Cultural Resource Survey (CRS) number is connected to 
a place, not to a particular building or site. Sub-numbers can 
be used to designate individual resources within a single 
property and have to be used in a district. It is important that 
you research a place thoroughly in our system before 
assigning a new number, to prevent double numbering. 
 

To get a CRS number, you need to make draft forms that include at least CRS-1 and CRS-9 for 
the property. Temporary numbers should be assigned in the field and later replaced with the CRS 
numbers. Map the point in CHRIS (you will need a password to do this), fill in the requested data 
                                                 
1 See http://history.delaware.gov/preservation/research/gis.shtml for links to CHRIS and CHRIS help documents. 

 
The CRS number is the vital 
link between all the pieces 
of a survey, because the 
forms, photos, and other 
information are filed and 
mapped by the CRS number. 
It is essential to check DE 
SHPO SPO and tax parcel 
maps prior to survey, to 
prevent assigning the same 
property two CRS numbers! 
And remember that CHRIS 
does not include every CRS 
number mapped yet! 

 

http://history.delaware.gov/preservation/research/gis.shtml
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fields, and attach the draft forms. The Research Center staff will review the mapped point and 
then e-mail the newly assigned CRS number to you or suggest that it belongs to an existing 
numbered property. Once you have prepared final forms based on this information, delete your 
draft forms from the point you mapped and attach the final ones. Make sure that you replace the 
temporary number with the CRS number on all related forms and photographic documentation. 
 
CHRIS has the indexes needed to determine SPO map number, hundred, and USGS 7.5’ 
topographic map name to enter on CRS-1 or CRS-10. 
 
CRS numbers begin with a letter designation for 
the county in which the resource is located 
(Sussex County = S, Kent County = K and New 
Castle County = N) or, if the property spans 
counties, it starts with the state designation, D. 
They are then assigned sequentially the next 
available number from the internal database 
maintained by DE SHPO. Because of the 
database, hyphens are no longer used in the CRS 
number. The format for the number is 
X99999.999, where X is the county or state initial, 
followed by the main number with place-holding 
zeros as needed and, if there are sub-numbers for 
the property, a period and then the sub-number 
with place-holding zeros as needed. 
 
Archaeological site numbers use a modification of 
the Smithsonian Institute’s trinomial system, 
beginning with a 7 (for Delaware) followed by the 
county initial, then inserting the block letter 
within the county in which the site is located (A-
K), and then the next available sequential number 
in that block, from the internal database 
maintained by DE SHPO. The format for the site 
number is 7X-X-999, with place-holding zeros as needed. Be sure to check the block map, as the 
block lines are rather arbitrary. You may know the site number of a nearby site, but don’t assume 
that your site will be in the same block. It could be just across the line! 

      

Fig. 26. Part of the 
Wyoming Historic 
District, 
K06352.018-.021 
(numbered from 
right to left) 

When assigning CRS 
numbers, it is important to remember 
the CRS number is assigned to the 
location of the property, and not the 
individual building. Each building on a 
particular piece of property can be 
assigned a sub-number based on building 
hierarchy if needed. Then S08433.001 
would be the main building on a piece of 
property in Sussex County. If this 
building should be moved, it would 
receive a new CRS number at its new 
location and the changes to its 
appearance, orientation, and/or function 
recorded on new survey forms, which 
would then be cross-referenced back to 
the original CRS number. 

Fig. 25. Map of 
blocks, used to 
sub-divide counties 
for archaeological 
site numbering, a 
system begun by 
the Archaeological 
Society of 
Delaware, c. 1940 
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When surveying an area where you think a district can be defined, survey the entire 
survey/project area first, assigning individual CRS numbers to each property. Due to project 
constraints, this may not include the entire proposed district. After the survey is complete, define 
the boundaries of the proposed district based on the National Register guidance. Then get a CRS 
number for the district through CHRIS, assigning that number and a sub-number for each 
individual resource surveyed within the district. Cross-reference these numbers to the individual 
CRS numbers assigned earlier. 
 
Once you have received your CRS numbers for your project, delete any draft forms from your 
temporary mapped points in CHRIS and attach the final forms. When the Research Center staff 
person approves the point, it is removed from the temporary points and stored in the permanent 
historic property layer. 
 
When the forms are complete and the mapped points approved, the final forms are downloaded 
by the Research Center staff for archival retention on DHCA’s server. Digital photographs for 
the project, saved as uncompressed, unaltered TIFs with CRS-12 forms completed should be sent 
to the Research Center on CD-R gold or DVD-R gold as soon as possible after submitting your 
forms. 
  

Note that photographs, both film and digital, of excavations at archaeological sites 
are filed with the artifacts at DHCA’s Delaware Archaeological Collections or other 
approved repository and not at the DE SHPO. You must submit them in the format and 
with naming conventions that meet the repository’s standards. 
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INVENTORY FORMS INSTRUCTIONS 
 
These instructions will help you complete Delaware’s Cultural Resource Survey forms. The 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Identification2 require that information be systematically 
collected and recorded. The Delaware State Historic Preservation Office (DE SHPO) provides 
the system for collecting and recording information about Delaware’s historic properties. Using 
these forms helps provide complete information in a standard format, making it more useful for 
future researchers. It is important to complete all applicable forms, as each form is specifically 
designed for a particular type of resource. 

• All forms, photographs, and additional documentation are now electronic. Forms can be 
downloaded from the DHCA web site.3 The PDF forms are preferred.4 

• Color maps and photographs are now accepted. 
• Fill out all forms completely. Use N/A if an item is not applicable or zero if it is asking 

for a number and there are none. 
• The Notes section expands to take any additional information you may need to add about 

the property. 
• Do not use abbreviations in property names. Use abbreviations for cardinal directions 

and common road designations, such as street (St.), avenue (Ave.), and highway (Hwy.). 
• Respect private property rights. Fill out forms from the street, unless you are invited onto 

the property by the owner and/or resident. If you cannot fill out part of the form because 
it is not visible from the street, just note “not visible” on the form. 

• If you have questions on which forms to use, or how to fill them out, call the DE SHPO 
Research Center Manager at 302-736-7412 or Assistant at 302-736-7404. 

  

                                                 
2 See http://www.nps.gov/history/local-law/arch_stnds_2.htm  
3 See http://history.delaware.gov/preservation/surveys.shtml for forms and survey manuals. 
4 If you have the software to merge the forms, that is helpful but not required. 

http://www.nps.gov/history/local-law/arch_stnds_2.htm
http://history.delaware.gov/preservation/surveys.shtml
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Property Identification Form (CRS-1) 
 

 
This form provides information on the property’s location, associations with the state’s planning 
contexts, and general notes. Fill this out for every newly identified property, including 
archaeological sites. Boundaries of building and structure properties usually conform to the tax 
parcel on which the property you are describing is found. However, the Delaware SHPO defines 
archaeological sites by natural boundaries such as streams, that may involve less than or more 
than a single tax parcel. 
 
(upper right corner): 
 
CRS #: The DE SHPO will assign the Cultural Resource Survey (CRS) number after the 
location is mapped in CHRIS and the draft forms are attached. Use a temporary field number to 
submit the draft forms until the permanent number can be obtained. The CRS number must be 
noted on all final forms and on all other documentation pertaining to the resource, including 
maps, floor plans or other drawings, photographs, and reports.  
 
SPO Map: This number notes on which of the DE SHPO’s base maps the property is located. 
(These maps were based on aerials flown in 1961 and were acquired from the State Planning 
Office. DelDOT now has the original Mylar maps. The number can be obtained from the index 
on CHRIS.5) 
 
Hundred: The name of the hundred in which the resource is located. (See CHRIS.)  
 
Quad: The name of the USGS 7.5’ topographic quadrangle map on which the resource is 
located. (See CHRIS.) 
 
Other: Use this space to record tax parcel number if known, or any other map reference you may 
want to record. Delaware’s counties all have tax parcel mapping systems available on-line now. 
 
1. HISTORIC NAME/FUNCTION: Record the historic name of the property, if known. 

The name can include the main function or structural form of the property. The historic 
name is the one given to the property historically or is the name of the original builder of 
the property or of a significant individual associated with the property found through 
documentary research. If more than one name is found, they can be hyphenated. The 
historic name can be taken from Beers’ Atlas of Delaware or a similar atlas. The source, 
such as Beers, should be noted on the form. In naming properties, the current 

                                                 
5 DE SHPO’s electronic mapping and research system, https://chris-users.delaware.gov.  

Fig. 1. An agricultural complex 
near Frederica, K02792 

Fig. 2. Part of the Dover Green 
Historic District, K00394 

https://chris-users.delaware.gov/
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landowner’s name is not used except in the case of archaeological sites where no historic 
name exists. For Native American sites, use the landowner’s name or a descriptive 
geographical term; for historic period sites, use an associated historic owner’s name from 
such sources as Beers, another appropriate map, or a deed.  

Examples, Historic Name: The Maples (Beers); H. Jenkins Dwelling 
(Ray and Price); St. Anthony’s Roman Catholic Church; Bridge 405; 
Burton’s Hardware Store; H. Wilson House Site 
Examples, Native American Archaeological Site Name: Thompson’s 
Island Site; Barnes Woods Archeological District; Townsend Area A; Dill 
Farm Site 

 
If no historic name is known, a built property is known by its function.  

  Examples, Function: dwelling; agricultural complex; store 
 
2. ADDRESS/ LOCATION: Provide the street address of the property. Indicate which side 

of the road or intersection using cardinal directions. (Delaware is covered by a 911 
emergency system; all places should now have named roads with house numbers.) For an 
archaeological site or abandoned building unassociated with an address, describe the 
location with approximate distances from and direction to nearby roads and/or named 
tributaries.  

 
3. TOWN/NEAREST TOWN: Provide the name of the town or named crossroad that the 

resource is located in, or that it is nearest to. Put a check in the “vicinity?” box if not 
within the incorporated limits of the town or immediately at a named unincorporated 
place. 

 
4. MAIN TYPE OF RESOURCE: Check the most appropriate type using the National 

Register definitions. (For definitions of these terms, see NR Bulletin 16, p. 15; for 
landscape, see NR Bulletin 30, p.3.6) 

 
5. MAIN FUNCTION OF THE PROPERTY: Give the main or most visible purpose of 

the entire resource. 
Example: dwelling; farm; mill; domestic site; procurement site 

 
6. PROJECT TITLE/REASON FOR SURVEY (if applicable): Give the project title, if 

one exists, and/or the reason that the survey is being done. 
Example: Rehoboth Beach Architectural Survey (HPF Grant) 
Example: Oak Orchard Sanitary Sewer District Project (Section 106) 

 
7. ADDITIONAL FORMS USED: Give the number of forms completed for each 

additional form type. Put zero (0) for any form type not used. List by property type each 
building, structure, site, and/or object. 

 Example:  
#: Form: List property types: 
2 CRS 2 Main Building Form dwelling, grist mill 

                                                 
6 See http://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/  

http://www.nps.gov/nr/publications/
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2 CRS 3 Secondary Building Form barn, shed 
0 CRS 4 Archaeological Site Form       
0 CRS 5 Structure (Building-Like) Form       
3 

CRS 6 Structure (Land Feature) Form 
mill pond, dam, water control 

structure 
0 CRS 7 Object Form       
0 CRS 8 Landscape Elements Form       
1 CRS 9 Map Form N/A 
0 CRS 14 Proposed District Form       
0 CRS 15 Structure (Bridge) Form  

 
8. SURVEYOR INFORMATION: Enter the names of both the surveyor and the principal 

investigator (PI). In addition, the PI must digitally sign the form. By doing this, the PI is 
certifying the accuracy of the information provided. Give the name of the organization 
that you work for, along with the date the form was filled out. 

 
9. OTHER NOTES OR OBSERVATIONS: Record any observations and additional data 

from field survey, including oral history. This may include important individuals, such as 
former residents or patrons associated with the property and/or individual resources on 
the property. Note any additional or local names for the property. Include the relationship 
of the resource to its setting, noteworthy features of the property, threats to the property, 
and any additional documentation known. Cite sources for the information. 

Examples: owner has historic photos; 1926 USGS map shows houses 
lining street in vicinity of present-day empty lots; fully-paneled interiors, 
winder stairs from basement to attic; demolition permit 6/25/91; HABS, 
1932; locally known as the Westwood Terrace House. 

 
10. STATE COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING: Check all applicable time period(s), 

geographical zone, and theme(s). 
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Main Building Form (CRS-2) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The purpose of this form is to record construction information about a standing building, such as 
a dwelling, church, mill, etc., that defines one of the main uses of the overall property. This form 
records materials, plan, decorative elements, and construction technology. There can be more 
than one Main Building Form; for example, if the property contains a miller’s house and grist 
mill, both the house and the mill are described on Main Building Forms. 
 
If access to the interior of the building is available, describe the interior details, including a 
sketch plan of the first floor, with property name, address, and CRS number noted at the top. 
You can scan or create the sketch as a JPG and submit it with the form if you do not have the 
software to combine documents into a single PDF. 
 
Note for industrial buildings: Use the Main Building Form and any other appropriate forms. 
When surveying industrial buildings, take note of the areas for workers, office/management, 
power source, and materials storage, and how these are separated.  
 
(upper right corner): 
 
CRS #: Same as on Property Identification Form. 
 
1. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Same as Property Identification Form, line 2. 
 
2.  FUNCTION: Record both historic and current function(s). (See Appendix 1.) 

Examples: single-family dwelling; store; physician’s office; woolen mill 
 
3. YEAR BUILT: Give the year the building was constructed. If the exact year is unknown, 

approximate the year based on stylistic features, massing, construction materials, and/or 
other visual clues. If estimated within a decade, use the middle year, such as c. 1915 
(built in the 1910s); if within 10 years, use the middle year, such as c. 1920 (built 
between 1910 and 1930). Check the circa box if the year is an approximation.  
 

Fig. 3. house in Bethel Historic 
District, S00195.073 

Fig. 4. 
Bridgeville 
Fire House, 
S00809 

Fig. 5. Bancroft and Sons 
Cotton Mills, N03646 
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ARCHITECT/BUILDER: Provide the name of individual, firm, or company who built 
or designed the building, if known and can be documented. 

Examples: Sears and Roebuck Catalog House; William Strickland. 
 
4. STYLE OR FLOOR PLAN: Note main style and any hints of national styles that may 

be on Delaware vernacular buildings. Stylistic details that have been added to an older 
building should also be cited. If there is no style, describe the floor plan of main block.  

Example: Queen Anne with Classical Revival detailing. 
Example: 3-bay, center-passage, single pile, with Colonial Revival 
details. 

 
5. INTEGRITY: Check the appropriate box to note whether the building is on its original 

site or has been moved. Supply year(s) and original or earlier location(s) if known and 
cross-reference any CRS numbers for the original or earlier location(s) if already 
assigned. Record major alterations with years of construction. Talk to owners if possible. 

 
6. CURRENT CONDITION: Check the applicable condition, using these definitions:  
 

Excellent recently repaired and fully functional 
Good basically sound and functional with some 

maintenance needed 
Fair deterioration evident and not fully functional 
Poor advanced deterioration evident, with 

compromised function, even to the loss of major 
elements, and major reconstruction required 

 
7. DESCRIPTION: Fill out the form as completely as possible with the information 

available. Use N, S, E, and W directions throughout the description. Provide photographs 
of unusual features, or a thumbnail sketch scanned as a JPG if a photograph is 
inadequate. Leave no blank spaces. Use N/A (not applicable) for items on the form that 
are not present. If a feature is not accessible or not visible, like a brush-covered 
foundation or an interior, spell out the phrase. 
a) Overall shape: Describe the outline of the plan of the building. If there are later 
additions, describe both the historic shape and the current shape. 

Examples: T-shape; L-shape; square; rectangular 
 

stories: Record the number of full-height, floor-to-ceiling levels between the foundation 
and the attic. The attic counts as a half-story if it has some exterior feature that distin-
guishes it as another level, such as wall dormers or turrets.  

 
additions: Give the number of stories and location of additions to the main block. 

 
b) Structural system: Record the construction technique and primary material used to 
construct the principal weight-bearing walls.  

Examples: braced frame; balloon frame; stone- veneered platform frame; 
brick-bearing; concrete block; structural steel with curtain walls. 
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c) Foundation: 
materials: Record the materials used in the foundation of the main block and any 
additions. 

Examples: parged brick; concrete block; brick pier.  
 

basement: Check the appropriate box. 
 

d) Exterior walls: List the original, if known, and any subsequent siding changes. For 
each elevation, specify material, and describe details specific to that type. 

Examples: cast-concrete pattern block; clapboard with corner boards; 
brick – 7-course common bond; asphalt shingle with brick pattern. 

 
e) Roof: 
shape: Use common architectural terminology. 

Examples: gable; hip; gambrel; mansard with cross gable. 
 

materials: Note the roof covering. 
Examples: asphalt shingles; slate shingles; wood shingles; standing seam 
metal. 

 
cornice: Describe the eave treatment of the main block and additions(s), noting 
decorative features. 

Examples: exposed rafter ends and knee braces; decorative bargeboard; 
box. 

 
dormers: Describe location, roof shape, materials, decorative treatment, and whether or 
not they are original. 

 
chimney: location(s): Describe details of construction, exterior or interior, placement, 
and any other decorative treatment. 

Example: interior, end brick chimney with terracotta chimney pot; 
exterior stove chimney on rear wing. 

 
8. DESCRIPTION OF ELEVATIONS: The elevation is any part of the building that is 

visible when looking directly at that side. Make a note if sections of the elevation are not 
in the same plane. Give cardinal direction for each elevation. Note if any elevation is not 
visible or is inaccessible. Note any blocked or cut in elements. An elevation sketch can be 
scanned as a JPG and included to provide detailed information about a specific feature or 
view of a building.  
a-d) Façade/Side/Rear: Note cardinal direction. 

1) bays: Note the number of bays. A bay is a vertical division of an elevation of a 
building. Usually the doors and windows across the first floor define the bays.  

 
2) Windows: Record all features of windows. 
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fenestration: Count the number of windows in each story of the elevation and de-
scribe their distribution pattern. The term regular means identical-width windows 
in each bay and on each floor; if not regular, describe the arrangement. 

Examples: regular w/3 windows per floor; large plate-glass 
window across both E & central bays on 1st floor, w/a smaller 
window in both the E & central bays of the 2nd floor, w/ the W 
bay filled in. 

 
type: Note type and overall shape of window. Record the number of lights. 

Examples: 6/6 sash; diamond and lozenge over 1 double hung 
sash; Chicago window with 1/1 double hung sash flanking a larger 
fixed pane. 

 
trim: Note all decorative elements or distinctive features. 

Examples: marble lug sills; plain board surrounds; sawn brackets. 
 

shutters: Note material, type, and hardware, and if historic or not. 
Example: operable louvered shutters with shutter dogs; fixed vinyl 
shutters. 

 
3) Door: 
location: Describe location of door(s). 

 
type: Record shape of opening and type of door. 

Example: batten; double paneled doors; top half: raised horizontal 
panel over one light, bottom half: three square raised panels over 
two horizontal raised panels. 

 
trim: Describe treatment of door surround. 

Examples: 4-light flat transom; shouldered surround; fanlight with 
wrought iron sun-burst. 

 
4) Porch(es): Note size and position of porches, stoops, and porte-cocheres. 

Items to include as applicable: number of stories, roof shape, materials, 
supports, and trim.  

Examples: Full width porch with central entrance, simple square 
wood columns, screen enclosed, flat roof with modern picket 
balustrade above, concrete block foundation and stoop with poured 
concrete deck. 

 
9. INTERIOR: Ask the owner or occupant about any significant interior features. Draw an 

interior plan when it is accessible. Note details such as fireplaces, staircases, and built-in 
cabinetry. Draw a separate sketch for each level. Scan any sketches as JPGs, with name, 
address, and CRS number of the property noted at the top.  
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10. LANDSCAPING: Describe the relationship between the building and its immediate 
surroundings. If there is a larger landscape that the building relates to, complete the 
Landscape Elements Form (CRS-8). 

Examples: planting beds; specimen trees; Colonial Revival garden; 
agricultural field to the door. 

 
11. OTHER COMMENTS: Record any details that do not easily fall into another category. 
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Secondary Building Form (CRS-3) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
The purpose of this form is to record information about any secondary building or outbuilding 
related to a main building identified on a Main Building Form (CRS-2). All secondary buildings, 
even those less than fifty years old, should be surveyed. 
 
(upper right corner): 
 
CRS #: Same as on Property Identification Form. 
 
1. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Same as Property Identification Form, line 2. 
 
2. FUNCTION: Record both historic and current functions. (See Appendix 1.) 

Example: corn crib; dairy barn; garage; manager’s office; storage shed. 
 
3. YEAR BUILT: Give the year the building was constructed. If the exact year is unknown, 

approximate the year based on stylistic features, massing, construction materials, and/or 
other visual clues. If estimated within a decade, use the middle year, such as c. 1915 
(built in the 1910s); if within 10 years, use the middle year, such as c. 1920 (built 
between 1910 and 1930). Check the circa box if the year is an approximation. 

 
ARCHITECT/BUILDER: Provide name of designer or builder if known. 

 
4. STYLE/FLOOR PLAN: Record type of floor plan and/or any stylistic features 

associated with local or national trends.  
 
5. INTEGRITY: Check the appropriate box to note whether the building is on its original 

site or has been moved. Supply year(s) and original/earlier location(s) if known and 
cross-reference any CRS numbers for the original location(s) if already assigned. Record 
major alterations with years of construction. Talk to owners if possible. 

 
6.  CURRENT CONDITION: Check the applicable condition, using these definitions: 
 

Excellent recently repaired and fully functional 

Fig. 6. Smokehouse at the 
Gov. William H. Ross 
House, S00197 

Fig. 7. Bank barn at the 
Dayett Miller’s House 
in the Cooch’s Bridge 
Historic District, 
N00190.068 

Fig. 8. Oil 
storage shed at 
the Reedy Island 
Range Rear 
Light, N05120 

Fig. 9. Swine house at 
Buena Vista, 
N00219.011 
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Good basically sound and functional with some 
maintenance needed 

Fair deterioration evident and not fully functional 
Poor advanced deterioration evident, with 

compromised function, even to the loss of major 
elements, and major reconstruction required 

 
7. DESCRIPTION: Document the historic and current features. Use N, S, E, and W 

directions throughout.  
a) Structural system: Note construction technique and materials. 

Examples: balloon frame; load-bearing brick 
 

b) Number of stories: Record the number of full-height, floor-to-ceiling levels between 
the foundation and the attic. The attic counts as a half-story if it has some exterior feature 
that distinguishes it as another level, such as wall dormers or gables.  

 
c) Wall coverings: Note the original exterior wall surface (if accessible) and subsequent 
siding changes. 

Examples: asphalt shingle over clapboard; vertical board siding 
 

d) Foundation: Note the materials and type of foundation. 
Examples: brick piers; poured concrete slab 

 
e) Roof: 
structural system: Describe the shape, cornice treatment, and construction techniques, if 
accessible.  

Example: gable w/exposed rafter ends & butt joints nailed w/ wire nails 
 

coverings: Note materials, both historic (if visible) and current. 
Example: rolled asphalt over wood shingle 

 
openings: Describe locations, materials, and decorative treatment of roof openings. 

Example: central chimney flue; metal ventilator with cow weather vane 
 
8. DESCRIPTION OF ELEVATIONS: The elevation is any part of the building that is 

visible when looking directly at that side. Make a note if sections of the elevation are not 
in the same plane. Give cardinal direction for each elevation. Note if any elevation is not 
visible or is inaccessible. Note any blocked or cut in elements. An elevation sketch can be 
scanned as a JPG to provide detailed information about a specific feature or view of a 
building.  
a-d) Façade/Side/Rear: Note cardinal direction. 

1) bays: Note the number of bays. A bay is a vertical division of an elevation of a 
building. Usually the doors and windows across the first floor define the bays.  

 
2) windows: Describe the type, trim, and spacing pattern for the window. Note 
“none” if there are no windows. 
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Example: 6/6 double-hung sash window with simple wood 
surround; none. 

 
3) doors: Describe the type, trim, and spacing pattern for any doors. 

Example: single door centered w/simple board trim surround; 
none. 

 
4) other: Describe the type, spacing, and any other details for any other openings. 

Example: diamond-shaped, louvered attic vent. 
 
 
9. INTERIOR: Draw an interior plan when it is accessible. Draw a separate sketch for each 

level. Scan any sketches as JPGs, with name, address, and CRS number of the property 
noted at the top.  
a) Floor plan: Describe overall shape, noting later additions and location of interior 
stairs, ramps, etc. 

Example: rectangular w/ladder access to loft 
 

b) Partitions/walls: Record the number of bays and the materials used to subdivide the 
interior space. Illustrate these divisions of space on the sketch map. 

Example: 3 bays, w/ central drive bay, ½-high horizontal board partitions, 
bins on E wall, 3 horse stalls on W wall 

 
c) Finishes: Note treatment of surfaces. 

Example: whitewash; covered with plywood 1/3 way up on E wall. 
 

d) Furnishings/machinery: Describe built-in furnishings.  
Example: iron stanchions; wood pulleys 
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Archaeological Site Form (CRS-4) 
 

 
The purpose of this form is to record the physical description and basic cultural information for 
archaeological sites.  
 
(upper right corner): 
 
CRS #: Same as on Property Identification Form. 
 
Site #: The site number is obtained from the DE SHPO at the same time as the CRS number. 
(See Data Coordination Guidance for more information on site numbers.) 
 
1. INFORMANT: If applicable, give the name of the person who provided the site 

information with his/her relationship to the property. 
Examples: collector; land owner 

 
2. SURFACE CONDITION: describe the surface condition(s) of the site, marking all 

applicable setting types. Use “other” for a more detailed description of sites that do not 
fall into one of the other categories. Describe the apparent integrity.  

Example: partially built on; severely deflated; appears intact  
 
3. SOIL TYPE: Use the designation(s) from the USDA Natural Resources Conservation 

Service Web Soil Survey.7 
 
4. DESCRIPTION OF FIELD WORK: check all applicable types of survey and/or 

excavation methods used. If surface collection is marked, include the percentage of 
visible surface.  

 
5. COLLECTIONS: 

a-d) Repository: Note name of repository. If not in Delaware, note state. 
 

                                                 
7 See http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov. The DE SHPO still has the earlier soil maps from the Soil Conservation 
Service, so designations from these maps are acceptable, but note the source.  

Fig. 10. The Thompson’s Loss and 
Gain Site, S00769/7S-G-060 

Fig. 11. The Thompson’s Loss and 
Gain Site, pattern of earthfast house 
after excavation, S00769/7S-G-060 

http://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/
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Accession #: Obtain this number from DHCA Curator of Archaeology for the 
Delaware Archaeological Collections repository or from other repository, after 
obtaining the site number. 

 
Collector/consultant: Note the individual or organization obtaining the artifacts. 

 
Date: Give the date of field work. 

 
Surface: Check if a surface collection is included. 

 
Excavation: Check if an excavated collection is included. 

 
6. ARTIFACTS: Describe the general artifact types and/or classes of materials found. 

Example: jasper side scraper; rhyolite Fox Creek point; olive bottle glass; 
brick. 

 
7. FEATURES: List the types of major features found on the site. (Do not give detailed 

descriptions of individual features.) 
Example: foundation; trash pits; burials; fence lines. 

 
8. DOCUMENTATION:  

Publication/report title and year: Note any published or unpublished reports on 
file in a repository or at DE SHPO, and give the year of publication. 

 
Supporting documentation: Check the appropriate boxes if that information is 
on file with the artifacts at the repository noted above. 

 
Other: Describe any other supporting documentation included. 
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Structure (Building-Like) Form (CRS-5) 
 

  
This form is for recording those structures that are more building-like in nature. Examples are 
structures such as silos, water towers, gazebos, bandstands, grain elevators, kilns, and windmills. 
Surveys for specific property types can develop specific forms as needed in consultation with the 
DE SHPO. If you are documenting a structure that doesn’t fit into any of the standard forms, or if 
you have questions about which structure form to use, please contact the Research Center at 302-
736-7412 or 302-736-7404. 
 
(upper right corner): 
 
CRS #: Same as on Property Identification Form. 
 
1. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Same as Property Identification Form, line 2. 
 
2.  FUNCTION: Record historic function. (See Appendix 1.) Check the box if still in use. 

Examples: water tower for Town of Townsend 
 
3. YEAR BUILT: Give the year the structure was constructed. If the exact year is 

unknown, approximate the year based on stylistic features, massing, construction 
materials, and/or other visual clues. If estimated within a decade, use the middle year, 
such as c. 1915 (built in the 1910s); if within 10 years, use the middle year, such as c. 
1920 (built between 1910 and 1930). Check the circa box if the year is an approximation. 

 
 ARCHITECT/BUILDER: If known, provide the name of the architect, engineer, 

builder, and/or contractor. 
 
4. STYLE/PLAN: Describe the style, type, or defining features and/or describe the general 

plan. 
 
5. INTEGRITY: Indicate if the structure is on its original site or if it has been moved. If 

known, provide the date of the move, and note its original location. List major alterations 
and years if known. 

 
6. CURRENT CONDITION: Check the applicable condition.  

Fig. 12. Silo at Buena Vista, 
N00219.008 

Fig. 13. Lime kilns, in the 
Eastburn-Jeanes Lime Kilns 
Historic District, N00194 
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Excellent recently repaired and fully functional 
Good basically sound and functional with some 

maintenance needed 
Fair deterioration evident and not fully functional 
Poor advanced deterioration evident, with 

compromised function, even to the loss of major 
elements, and major reconstruction required 

 
7. DESCRIPTION: An interior plan and/or elevation sketch can be used to provide 

detailed information about the plan, a specific feature, or view of a structure. Scan any 
sketches as JPGs, with name, address, and CRS number of the property noted at the top. 

 
a) Overall shape: Describe the form of the structure. 

height, length, width: Give dimensions. 
 

b) Structural system: Note construction technique and materials. 
Examples: steel girder; timber frame 

 
c) Foundation: Note the type and material. 

 
d) Exterior covering: Note the type and material and where each type is located. 

 
e) Openings: Describe any openings, such as doors, windows, vents, or access ways. 
Indicate relative size, location, and material. 

 
f) Other features: Note any other features. 
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Structure (Land Feature) Form (CRS-6) 
 

 
This form is for recording those structures that are man-made alterations to the landscape. 
Examples are: canals, dams, earthworks, water control systems, irrigation systems, drainage 
ditches, marsh dikes, and breakwaters. If you have a question about which structure form to use, 
please contact the Research Center at 302-736-7412 or 302-736-7404. 
 
(upper right corner): 
 
CRS #: Same as on Property Identification Form. 
 
1. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Same as on Property Identification Form, line number 2. 
 
2. FUNCTION: Record historic function. (See Appendix 1.) Note whether still in use. 

Example: road bridge for Rt. 13; dam for grist mill (demolished) 
 
3. YEAR BUILT: Give the year the structure was constructed. If the exact year is 

unknown, approximate the year based on visual clues or maps. If estimated within a 
decade, use the middle year, such as c. 1915 (built in the 1910s); if within 10 years, use 
the middle year, such as c. 1920 (built between 1910 and 1930). Check the circa box if 
the year is an approximation. 

 
4. INTEGRITY: List all changes that have occurred and year if known. 
 
5. CURRENT CONDITION: Check the applicable condition.  
 

Excellent recently repaired and fully functional 
Good basically sound and functional with some 

maintenance needed 
Fair deterioration evident and not fully functional 
Poor advanced deterioration evident, with 

compromised function, even to the loss of major 
elements, and major reconstruction required 

 
6. DESCRIPTION: 

a) Circulation system: Describe any type of road or paths related to the structure. Note 
surface materials. 

 

Fig. 14. Rockland Mills race, 
N00343.070 

Fig. 15. Seawall around Pea 
Patch Island, from the top of 
Fort Delaware, N00145 
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b) Spatial subdivisions: Describe visually or functionally distinct sub-areas. 
 

c) Retaining wall/lining material(s): Describe materials if the resource is lined or has 
some type of exterior support. If not, put N/A. 

 
d) Other: Include any information that does not fit in any category above. 
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Object Form (CRS-7) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The purpose of this form is to describe the physical appearance of objects, including materials, 
technology, artistic character, and setting. 
 
(upper right corner): 
 
CRS #: Same as on Property Identification Form. 
 
1. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Same as Property Identification Form, line number 2. 
 
2.  TYPE/FUNCTION/TITLE: Note these items as applicable. Use title for named pieces 

of artwork. 
Example: Ellendale Veterans Memorial; fountain; Railroad train signal 

 
3. YEAR: Construction: Note year the object was created, if known. Installation: Note 

year the object was installed, if known. Previous location(s): Note any, if known. 
Example: Construction: 1880; Installation: 1900; Previous location(s): 
Albany, NY. 

 
4. DESIGNER/FOUNDER/SCULPTOR: Abbreviations or full name may appear on an 

attached plaque, on the side or back of a sculpture, on a plate on a wrought iron fence, or 
elsewhere. Record all information found. 

 
5. SPONSOR/OWNER: Record name of historic owner or individual/company that 

sponsored the creation of the object. 
 
6. STYLE: Where possible, indicate stylistic tradition into which object would best fit. 

Examples: Egyptian Revival (tombstone); Art Nouveau (lamppost) 
 
7. CURRENT CONDITION: Check the applicable condition, using these definitions:  
 

Excellent recently repaired and fully functional 

Fig. 16. The 1937 
monument at Fort 
Christina State 
Park, N00338 

Fig. 17. Mason –
Dixon boundary 
marker, D00101 

Fig. 18. The Highball 
Signal, S00191 
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Good basically sound and functional with some 
maintenance needed 

Fair deterioration evident and not fully functional 
Poor advanced deterioration evident, with 

compromised function, even to the loss of major 
elements, and major reconstruction required 

 
8. DESCRIPTION: An elevation sketch can be used to provide detailed information about 

a specific feature or view of an object. Scan any sketches as JPGs, with name, address, 
and CRS number of the property noted at the top. 
a-b) Object/Base: 

form: Note overall shape and mass. 
Examples: octagonal, elongated (lamppost); geometric cube 
(public sculpture); Venus de Milo replica (garden sculpture); 
obelisk (boundary marker); post-and-rail (fence). 

 
technology and material: Describe method of design or construction and 
materials. 

Examples: lost wax cast bronze; wrought iron; split rails with 
earthfast posts; cast concrete. 

 
surface finish: Note presence of paint and its color, and describe texture of 
surface. 

Examples: polished; rough hewn; hammered; sawn and 
whitewashed. 

 
decoration: Describe applied, carved, molded, or painted decoration. 

 
dimensions: Give approximate dimensions of the object or base, separate from 
each other. 

 
alterations or changes: Note any missing parts, added pieces, or other apparent 
changes to the original form. 

 
c) Inscriptions: 

 location: Describe position on object or base where foundry/sculptor marks 
and/or inscription is located. 

 
lettering: Note style of lettering. 

Example: block; script. 
 

text: Transcribe and photograph text. 
 

d) Other: Note any other descriptive information that does not fit in any other category. 
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Landscape Elements Form (CRS-8) 
 

 
The purpose of this form is to document landscape features which are not easily recorded on 
other forms, such as cemeteries and gardens. Use this form for any historic elements that contrib-
ute to the setting of a historic property or that constitute a historic site in themselves. For 
example, record the overall form and elements of historic subdivisions, parks, cemeteries, 
estates, and gardens on this form. Also use this form for additional information on agricultural 
properties where the setting retains a high degree of integrity. For industrial and commercial 
properties with a working yard, describe the historic elements which do not fit on other forms, 
such as railroad sidings and docks, fenced compounds, wharves and piers, and those elements 
between the buildings and structures that contribute to a better understanding of the use of the 
site.  
 
If necessary, use multiple Landscape Elements forms to describe the sub-areas of a resource. 
 
(upper right corner): 
 
CRS #: Same as on Property Identification Form. 
 
1.  ADDRESS/LOCATION: Same as Property Identification Form, line number 2. 
 
2.  TYPE/FUNCTION/NAME: Note these items as applicable. 

Examples: Oddfellows Cemetery; orchard; rose garden; Brandywine Park 
 
3. YEAR BUILT: Note the year the landscape was created or designed. Use exact year or 

circa to indicate approximate range of 5 years before or after year given. 
 

alteration(s): Note approximate year and type of major changes. These include changes 
in land forms, demolition of buildings/structures, construction of new facilities, or 
complete replacement/loss of major plantings.  

 
4. DESIGNER: Give name of the person(s) or company(s) responsible for the original or 

later planning and/or design of the landscape. Include names of landscape architect, 
designer, and/or planner, if known. 

 
5. STYLE: Describe, if any, the stylistic tradition or influence that best describes the 

landscape. 
Examples: Colonial Revival (garden) 

 

Fig. 19. Arbor in garden at Garrett 
Mills Superintendent’s House, N00329 

Fig. 20. Cemetery at Barratt’s Chapel, 
K00103 
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6. CURRENT CONDITION: Check the applicable condition, using these definitions:  
 

Excellent recently repaired and fully functional 
Good basically sound and functional with some 

maintenance needed 
Fair deterioration evident and not fully functional 
Poor advanced deterioration evident, with 

compromised function, even to the loss of major 
elements, and major reconstruction required 

 
7. RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER PROPERTIES: Note properties that have historical 

ties to this landscape. 
Examples: Sundial Garden at Winterthur (for Gibraltar gardens designed 
by Marian Coffin); Rockford Park (for Brandywine Park) 

 
8.  DESCRIPTION: 

a) Scenic views/vistas: Describe any viewsheds presently discernable. Give direction and 
describe focal point. Note any alterations or intrusions. 

 
b) Circulation system: Describe street pattern, path system, trails, waterways, or other 
rights-of-way providing access to and within the landscape. 

 
c) Spatial subdivisions: Describe functional sub-areas that do not merit an individual 
Landscape Element Form. 

Examples: playground; farm fields; loading area. 
 

d) Paving material(s): Describe paving materials for roads, sidewalks, and trails. Note 
whether or not historic fabric is present. 

  
e) Utilities: Describe historic utility features not noted on an individual Object Form. 

Examples: historic light fixtures; sprinkler system; drain system. 
 

f) Water elements: Describe water features not part of circulation system, and not 
described on an individual Structure (Land Feature) or Object form. 

Examples: reflecting pool; stream; farm pond. 
 

g) Vegetation: Describe plant material to the best of your knowledge. 
Examples: allee of deciduous trees; scattered specimen trees; Osage 
orange hedgerow; herb garden; flower border. 

 
h) Other: Describe any detail worth noting that does not fit within the above categories. 
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Map Form (CRS-9) 
 
This form is to allow adequate space for a location map as well as a site plan of all elements.  
 
(upper right corner): 
 
CRS #: Same as on Property Identification Form. 
 
1. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Same as Property Identification Form, line number 2. 
 
2. NOT FOR PUBLICATION: Check this box if archaeological resources are present, 

if the property is a traditional cultural property with religious significance, or if the 
property contains other sensitive information that needs to have the location information 
restricted. Note reason for restriction. 

 
3. LOCATION MAP: The purpose of this map is to show the location of the property in 

relation to major features such as roads, streams, and nearby population centers. This can 
be a sketch map, or you can attach or insert part of the USGS 7.5’ topographic map8 or 
aerial photograph with the location clearly marked on it and at appropriate scale to show 
surrounding roads and streams. You may need to add labels to the photograph to identify 
nearby roads. 

 
If drawing a sketch map, locate the property by showing the approximate distance to 
the nearest intersection, street, or road. For archaeological sites, this should include an 
approximate distance to water. Note street names and/or numbers, record other historic 
properties in the vicinity, and provide a north arrow. Indicate the property by drawing a 
circle around the entire property location if not immediately obvious from the map. Scan 
the sketches as a JPG, and insert the JPG into the form. 

 
4. SITE PLAN: A Site Plan must be included for all surveyed properties, except 

archaeological sites. It should show any buildings, structures, objects, and significant 
landscape features. If an archaeological site contains visible ruins or significant landscape 
features, then include a site plan. If already drawn for a report, the image can be inserted 
here. The plan can be taken from an aerial photograph with sufficient resolution to show 
all parts of the property clearly and with labels to identify each feature. 

 
If drawn, the site plan is shown as a bird’s eye view. Include north arrow. For 
buildings, show the relationship of the main block or core building to the wings, 
additions, and porches, along with other buildings, structures, and objects on the 
property. Different periods of construction should be noted. Note window, door, 
chimney, and ridge of roof locations. Include landscape features such as circulation 
systems, major plantings, and water features. The map can also include annotations with 
approximate dimensions, number of stories, and function of space(s) or landscape sub-

                                                 
8 See http://historicalmaps.arcgis.com/usgs/ for digital versions of the USGS maps. This site allows you to overlay 
maps of different ages and to download maps. 

http://historicalmaps.arcgis.com/usgs/
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areas. Architectural drawing conventions should be observed. Scan the sketch as a JPG 
and insert into the form. 
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Survey Update Form (CRS-10) 
 

 
The purpose of this form is to provide updated management and planning information for 
properties previously surveyed that are being re-examined or where drastic changes have been 
observed since prior survey. Use this form rather than doing a new CRS-1; if you can merge 
your forms into a single document, make this the first one. If the earlier forms are not adequate, 
fill out all current appropriate forms as well. Always take photographs! 
 
(upper right corner): 
 
CRS #: Same as on Property Identification Form. 
 
1. HISTORIC NAME/FUNCTION: Give name as shown on earlier forms. Add any 

additional historic names now known. See instructions for the Property Identification 
Form (CRS1) on naming properties. 

 
2. ADDRESS/LOCATION: Provide the street address for the property. If no street address 

is available, describe the location using the distance and cardinal direction to the nearest 
intersection. Also give cardinal direction for the side of the road. 

 
3. CURRENT CONDITION: Check the applicable condition, using these definitions: 
 

Excellent recently repaired and fully functional 
Good basically sound and functional with some 

maintenance needed 
Fair deterioration evident and not fully functional 
Poor advanced deterioration evident, with 

compromised function, even to the loss of major 
elements, and major reconstruction required 

 
4. INTEGRITY: Describe changes to the historic fabric of the property. 

Examples: vinyl siding added; enclosed front porch; east wing removed 
 
5. SETTING INTEGRITY: Describe changes to the setting of the property.  

Examples: former agricultural fields now subdivided, w/houses under 
construction; rowhouse to east demolished, now vacant lot 

 

Fig. 21. Hearn and Rawlins Mill, after the 
dam washed out, S00213 

Fig. 22. Buildings in the Dover Green 
Historic District, now demolished, 
K00394.054-.055 
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6. FORMS ADDED: Give the number of forms completed for each additional form type. 
Put zero (0) for forms not used. List by function each building, structure, and/or site type. 
(See example for CRS-1.) 

 
7. SURVEYOR INFORMATION: Fill out information requested. The Principal 

Investigator must digitally sign to certify the completeness and accuracy of the 
information. 

 
8. OTHER NOTES OR OBSERVATIONS: Include any other information of interest. 
 
9. STATE HISTORIC CONTEXT FRAMEWORK: Check all appropriate boxes. Use 

the context framework in the various state plans. 
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Cultural Resource Survey Property Inventory (CRS-11) 
 
This form provides an index to the CRS numbers assigned for your project, but is not required. 
Use it if it helps organize your survey information for you. The DE SHPO is using its internal 
database to track numbers now and is not maintaining the paper index books any longer. 
 
If you are recording new sub-numbers for a district or complex property, you can make a 
separate index using this form, noting the district or property name at the top. 
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Photographic Inventory – Digital Images (CRS-12) 
 
This form identifies and cross-references the uncompressed, unaltered TIF images provided on a 
CD-R or DVD-R gold disk or disks as the archival images9 for a project. This form is not used 
for archaeological properties; those images are handled under the Delaware Archaeological 
Collections Curation Policy. 
 
Disk #: This is the filing number assigned to the disk by the DE SHPO; use a temporary number 
if you have more than one disk. 
 
Project: Note the name of the project. 
 
Surveyor: Note the name of the surveyor/photographer. 
 
Date: Note the month and year that the photographs were taken. 
 
File name: List the file name sequentially; all file names must start with the CRS number, in this 
format: A99999_999, where A is the county initial (or D for Delaware if the property spans 
multiple counties). Use place-holding zeros as needed; do not use a hyphen. Only include the 
sub-number if part of a district or large complicated property. Include property name and a 
sequential number to identify file; you may include spaces in the filename. 
 
Description of view: Note what is in the view, using N, S, E, & W to indicate direction. Do not 
give the name of the property or district here; the CRS number in the file name is a sufficient 
identifier. 
 Example: [filename] S07002 store 003 [description] ¾ view of façade and E side 

                                                 
9 JPG is a ‘losey’ format; that is, it loses resolution every time it is copied. TIF maintains the original image 
resolution and is recommended by Delaware Public Archives for archiving images; see 
http://archives.delaware.gov/govsvcs/pdfs/Records%20Policies/SuitableMediaAndFormats_20130312.pdf.  

http://archives.delaware.gov/govsvcs/pdfs/Records%20Policies/SuitableMediaAndFormats_20130312.pdf
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Digital Photographs Form (CRS-13) 
 
This form provides the digital photographs in a smaller JPG format of the TIF images that 
accompany the survey. It is not necessary to include every image taken of the property, but you 
should include at least one view of each building or structure surveyed and an overall view of the 
property. (This form is not used for archaeological properties; those images are handled under 
the Delaware Archaeological Collections Curation Policy.) 
 
CRS #: Same as on Property Identification Form. 
 
Date: Note the month and year that the photographs were taken. 
 
Surveyor: Note the name of the surveyor/photographer. 
 
Insert JPGs of each photograph and label with the file name and description of the view as noted 
on CRS-12. Do not give the name of the property or district here; the CRS number is a sufficient 
identifier. You can insert up to 4 images in each PDF form; include as many CRS-13 forms as 
you need to illustrate the property. 
 Example: [filename] S07002 store 003 [description] ¾ view of façade and E side 
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Proposed District Form (CRS-14) 
 

 
This form is used after a survey is complete to record a proposed district in the survey area. 
Districts do not have to be completely evaluated or be eligible for the National Register to be 
recognized as a historical unit. 
 
(upper right corner): 
 
CRS #: Same as on Property Identification Form. 
 
1. NAME OF DISTRICT: Note the historic or descriptive name of the district. 

Example: Dover Green Historic District; Milford Neck Archaeological District; 
Harlan and Hollingsworth Shipbuilders Historic District 

 
2. BOUNDARY: Describe the proposed boundary for the district, using street or road lines 

and/or water courses and other topographic features as much as possible. 
 
3 FUNCTION: Check the appropriate boxes to indicate general functions represented in 

the district. If you have a function that is not indicated in the list, check the box for other 
and describe the function. 

 
4 REASON FOR SURVEY: Note the project and/or grant name that resulted in this 

survey. 
 
5. DOCUMENTATION: 
 a) Report title: Give the title of the survey report that includes the study of this district. 
 
 b) Map showing boundary: Insert a map clearly outlining the proposed boundaries for 

this district, with a north arrow. 
 
 c) Cross-reference list of individual CRS#s: in the space provided, list individual CRS 

numbers for properties included in this district and note their district sub-numbers. If both 
numbers are sequential, you can use a range. 

  Example: S00405: .001; S03467-S03491: .002-.026 
 

Fig. 23. Properties in the Felton Historic District, originally surveyed as 
K04102 and K04103; district numbers K05305.168, .170, .189 (water 
tower) 
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6. SURVEYOR INFORMATION: The names of both the surveyor and the principal 
investigator (PI) need to be entered in the appropriate boxes. Give the name of the 
organization that you work for, along with the date the form was filled out. 
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Structure (Bridge) Form (CRS-15) 

 
The purpose of this form is to describe bridge structures. 
 
(upper right corner): 
 
CRS #: Same as on Property Identification Form. 
 
1. BRIDGE NUMBER: the identifying number of the bridge assigned by the owner. 

OWNER: agency or organization owning the bridge. 
 

2. LOCATION: describe location.  
ROAD NUMBER: enter road number.10  
MILEPOST: enter distance from established point. 
FACILITY CARRIED: enter road, railroad, or other feature carried by bridge.  
NAME OF FEATURE INTERSECTED: enter road, railroad, stream, or other feature 
intersecting bridge. 
 

3. TYPE: enter generally accepted term for overall type.  
DESIGN: enter description.  
MATERIAL: enter major construction material.  
# OF SPANS: enter number.  
LENGTH: enter number and unit of measure.  
WIDTH: enter number and unit of measure. 

 
4. YEAR OF CONSTRUCTION: enter year built.  

ALTERATION: enter year of major change.  
SOURCE: enter source documenting years of construction and alteration. 
DESIGNER/BUILDER: enter name of designer and/or organization responsible for 
construction. 

 
5. SETTING: describe the general setting and any threats to the setting. 
 
6. CURRENT NR STATUS: check the box for Listed or Not Listed.  

 

                                                 
10 See http://www.deldot.gov/information/pubs_forms/func_maps/pdf/functional_classification.pdf for links to 
county road maps that give road name and number. 

Fig. 24 K07321 Bridge 2-158A 
Fig. 25 N00438, Smiths Bridge 
HAER drawing 

http://www.deldot.gov/information/pubs_forms/func_maps/pdf/functional_classification.pdf
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NR RECOMMENDATION: check the box for Eligible or Not Eligible.  
SUMMARY: list reasons for recommendation, addressing NR integrity and significance 
criteria. 

 
7. REVIEWED BY: enter name of qualified reviewer or Principal Investigator.  

DATE: enter date of form. 
 
8. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: enter physical description, including condition. 
 
9. SUMMARY OF ALTERATIONS OR MODIFICATIONS: Note major changes made 

to bridge, matching them to Year of Alteration entered above. 
 
10. HISTORICAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE: note any associated 

historical events, persons, communities, or organizations and discuss their significance; 
note any technological significance. 

 
11. SOURCES: enter the sources for information, using standard bibliographical format. 
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CATALOG OF PROPERTY TYPES 

1. AQIUCULTURE 

FIELDS 
PATCHES 
!lOGS 
ORCHARDS 

FRI.NTS & VEGETABl£S ----1 ~~=PE PRESSES 
CIDER MIU.SIWINERIES 
APIARIES 
GERMINATION SHEDS 
GAEENHOUSES 

DAIRY 

I 

DAIRIES 
BARNS 

--------~ ~~~~OUSES 
PASTURES 
lo4IU( HOUSES 

MEAT & SMOKE HOUSES 
BARNS 
STABLES 
POULTRY HOUSES AND INCUBATORS 

MEAT & POl.\. TRY SPRING HOUSES 
EGG GRADING SHEDS 
PASTURES 

FIELDS 
TEXTILES ---------1 FENCED PASTURES 

BARNS 

STABl£S 
HORS€ BARNS 

HORSE FARMS FEED STAU.S ---l 
PADDOCKS 

COARALS 
RUNS 
Tl'IACI<S 

I SQUARES 

F'tAtmNG SYSTEMS -----1 =ROTATION 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
DAMS -i 
WINOMIU.S 

DRAINAGE& IRRIGATlON =TES 

SlAVE QUARTERS 
LABOR ---------i TENANT HOUSES 

loiGRAHT WORKER CAMPS 

MARKETS ~~MED ---l
iRREGULAR (SELF-SUFFICIENT) 
LOCAL 

SPECIAUZ'A TION 
DIVERSIFICATION 
ESTA TE.1'LANTA TION 
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Text Box
Appendix I. Functional property typesfrom Ames, David L., Mary Helen Callahan, Bernard L. Herman, and Rebecca J. Siders, Delaware Comprehensive Historic Preservation Plan, 1989. 
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2. FORESTRY 

FORfSTS 
SA~ ILLS 
C~FURNACES 

DAMS 
LOOGN:i CAFmAYS 
LJ.MieRYAAOS 
TURNING MILLS 
Oll-ER 

1. TR APPING AND HUNTING 

I : N:i BLINDS 

.t. MINING AND QUARRYING 

RlN 
zwc 
AAGl.LITE 

- - ---1 CXlPPER MN:S CO<E 

QUARRIES 

BORFOWPITS 

c:Bol 
TALC 
GRAPHITE 
Oll-ER 

ca.tENT FO:K 
mAP ROCK 
LMSTONE 
\NHITE MARBLE 
SANDSTONE 
GRANITE-GNEISS 
BLACK AND BROWNSTONE 
SHALE 
VEROE·ANTIOUE MAABl.E 
SlATE 
9CW>STONE 
TALCOSE 
G'I'P9J.4 
cmER 
CI.4Y 
!We 
GRAY a 
SANO·LIME 
u~ 
Q~DMAAL 

PEAT BOGS 
GfU.N> FaDSPAR 
cmEfl 

&, FISHING ANO O'f3TERIHG 

8HDI 
SHJC<Nl HaJSES 
~TCHERIES 

SHB.LFISH Cll. TIVATION SHEDS 
ICE PlANTS 
ICEHCUSES 
REFRIGERATION l..fiiTS 
CMM:RIES 
an-ER 
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5. MANUFACTURING 

GRIST MILLS 
FANNING MIU.S 

CANNERIES (VEGETAa.E. FRUIT. SEAFOOO) 

FCXX> POOCESSING STOCI<YAIO) 
FOCIO PAOCESSNG PI.»>TS (VEGETABLE. FR\JT. SEAFOOO) 
CEHOUSES 
Ill EWE AlES AJoCJ SOFT DRINK PROCESSING PtANTS 

T06'CCO PI'IOCCSSING -----1 ClGAfl RCUJNG 1'\.AHTS 

HOME M4M.Jf,ocn..Rf • LCX:lMS 
TEXTll.E. APPAREL, AND LEATHER COTTON IALLS 

PfiC()U;llCN ---------1 FUWNG MILLS 
wootEN '-IU.S 
INOIGOIWOAO MILLS 
TAANERIES 

'NCXXJPRXESSING -------i! =:AC'TUE • B4SKET MAI<lNG. FURNmJRE 

CAAPEN"TRY SIO'S 

CEMENT PlANTS 
PAINT MAHU'ACT\RHG PlANTS 
?LASTER MIU.S 

CHEMCAL ?ROOlJCT10N 1#0 UN6EED MIU.S 
PETRCllElJM PRCCESSlNG ----~ SON' FACTORIES 

F\.El. ~FACTORIES 
OIL REFINERIES 
CHEMCAL PROCESSING PlANTS 
FilM PROCESSING PlANTS 
PI.ASl1C PRODUCTS MAN..FACTORIES 

GlASS. STONE. AND CLAY 

PfiC()U;llCN ---------ll ~LE. AJoCJ I!RIO(W()AI(S 

BUTTON MAI<lNG 
TRAPPING TOOlS 

HOME -.:FAC"Tl..AES ---------1 AGRICUI.l\JRE El.Er..ENTS 
AONRJRGES 
SMTHS AND loETAl WORKING SHOPS 
IRON1o41U.S 
STEEI.Io4ILLS 
NAIL MILLS 
W000 SCI£W MIU.S 
IRON ROPIOCASI.£ FACTORIES 
IRON RAIL MANUFACTORIES 
TOa..ANOOIEF~S 

~~,~-~~ 
STAMPING 
ROWNG 
SUTTlNQ 

MN::Hf'jE I.IANUFACTORIES ----------l AGRIClA.TUW. IMPLEMEiiTS 
BUTTON MILLS 
HOME~ MIWJFACTORIES 

WAOONWRIGHT SHOPS 
W~ AJoCJ CAARWE loiANUFACTOAIIiiiS----ll 'MEEI..WROfl" SKJPS 

RAI.ROAI) MANUFACTORIES ROUJNG 6TOCI( FACTORIES 
~loWI.JFACroAIES 

TRANSPORTATION EOUPMEHT RIJII!ER CCliii'ONEHT PlNml 
~ --------i BICYCI..EASSEMBLYPI.»>TS 

AU10MOIIt.E ASSEMBl. y i'L'HTS 
SHPYARDS l

llll'T HOUSES 
~DOO<S 

SAIL LOFTS 
ROPEWAI.XS 
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SCIENTIFIC INBTI"...MEHT ASSEMBLY 
FACIUTIES I RESEARCH FAOUTIES ANO lABORATORIES 

· a.ocKAHO WATCH MANUFACTORIES 
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7. RETAILING AND WHOlESALING 

STORES 
51-()PPNJ ARCADES 
FARMER'S MARKETS 
CHANDlERIES 
SHIPPING DEPOTS 
WAA&O..SES 
OfACESANDOFFCEBULDNGS 
TRADING SITES 
REPAIR SHOPS 
RESTAURANTS 
lAUNDRIES 
BARBER SHOPS AND BEAUTY SAlONS 
ENTERTAINMENT AND RESORTS 

SPAS 
SPRIPOiCl.JSES 
BEACH I-O..SES 
8.'.11-it-O.JSES 
I-CTa1l 

I . FINANCE 

BANKS 
SAVINGS AND LOAN OFFCES 
STOCK EX~E Ba.Otf\QS 
BROKERS OFFlCES 
PAWNSH:>PS 
BOOI<MAI<ERS OFFICES 
OFF·TRACK BETTNG OFFICES 
OTHER 

t . PROFESSIONAl SERVICES 
DOCTORS OFFlCES AND CLNICS 
DENTISTS OFFICES 
lAWYERS OFFICES 
AACHrTECTS' STUDIOS 
NSURANCE AGENTS' OFlFICES 
ENlNEEASOFACES 
l.NDERTAKERS OFFlCES 
FLNERAl PAFLOAS 
OTHER 

ARCADES, AAl.ISEMENT PARKS. AND PIERS 
CCNJENTQ<j CENTERS 
CABINS AND MOTELS 
K>RSE RACETRAO<S 
AUTO RACETRAO<S 
PCXll HAllS 
l-OUSES OF U REPUTE 
TAVERNS. INNS, AND ORDINARIES 
I.OV1ET~TERS 
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TRANSPORTATION AOlJTES 
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10. TRANSPORTAnON AND COMMUNICATION 

WATER 

LANDINGS 
R:>RTS 
FE ARES 
CANALS 
PORTAGES 
BRJOGES 
BOATS AND SHIPS (SAIL AND STEAM) 
t.JGHTl<lUSES. UGHTBOATS. AND BUOYS 

TRAILS ~ TRAFFIC SIGNS AND SIGNALS 
PATHS, LANES, AND STREETS TRAFFIC KIOSKS 

PARKING GARAGES AND LOTS 

MILESTONES AND SIGNS 
TRAFFlC SIGNALS 
GATES 

ROADS TOlL ROADS. AND TOl.LHOL5ES AND TOl.l.OCOTHS 
J-13HWAYS -----------1 SERVICE STATIONS 

DINERS AND TRUCK STOPS 
MOTEL AND CABINS 
REST STOPS AND PICNIC AREAS 
STAGE COACHES. WAGONS, AND CARRIAGES 
TRUCKS AND CARS 

TRCUEYS, CABLE CARS. AND STATIONS, DEPOTS. AND TERMINALS BRJOGES I 
llJSES - -------- __,. SHaTERSANOBEI\CHES 

TRACKS AND RIGHT -OF· WAYS 
STATIONS. DEPOTS. AND RAIL YAROS 

RALAOAOS ---------1 TRESTLES, SRIOOES. AND ClJTS 
SIGNALS 
CR:lSSINGS 
Fn..LN3 STOCK 

Rl.MYA YS AND TAXIWAYS 
AIRPORTS, HELIPORTS. AND TRAFFlC AND SAFETY SIGNALS AND DEVICES 
LANONG STRIPS -------1 ca.rrFn.. TONERS 

AIR HANGARS 

TERMf\W.S 
AIRCRAFT AIRPLANES 

BAU.OONS, DIRIGIBLES. AND BLIMPS 

I 
'I"B.B3EW'H AND Ta.Ef'I-C,fE EXo-w.GES 

ca.u..NCATICN NE'TVtORKS -------1 'TB.EGfW'H AND TaEPHONE PC1ES AND UNES 
RADIO STATIONS AND TRANSMISSION FACIUTIES 
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11. SETTLE MENT PATTERNS AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGE 

CAC))5 ROADS 
--........l ~OWNS I :~STRIAL COMPANY TOWNS 

PlANS ---- - ----l· CIRClE 

URBAN SITES 

DISTRICTS 

TRACT HOUSING 
SLel.JRBS ----- - ---1 OOMMurER SLBURBS 

I OOUARES 
BUSINESS DISTRICTS ------l· MARKETS 

MANUFACTURING DISTRICTS I FACTORIES 

RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS:! = DETACHED 

APAFmAENTS 
OOARDING HOUSES 

MIXED FUNCTION DISTRIC S TENEMENT HOUSES 

FOATI1'ATROL SITES ---1 FERRIES. WHARVES. AND LANDINGS 
I TRADING POSTS 

PLANTATION AND MANSION HOUSES 
RURAL FARM SITES - ---l stAVE QUARTERS 

VILLAGE AND TOWN SITES 

EARLY INDUSTRIAL AND 
COMMERCIAl SITES 

PRIVIES 
DAIRIES 
Sf.O(eoJSES 
KITCHENS 
S'l'OfVGE SHEDS 
WASH l-OUSES 
CARRII'GE HOUSES 
WBl.S AND WB.l. HOUSES 

SECTARIAN COMMUNffiES INDIAN VILLAGES PLANNED liTO PIAN AND ~ 
TEMPORARY INDIAN CAMPS 
BURIAL GAC>I..NOS 

CONTACT ABORIGINAL SITES INDIAN RESERVATIONS 
FESOl.flCE PROCUREMENT SITES 
RESOURCE PAOCESSNG SITES 

011-iEH 
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ARCHIITcruRE 
AND SUilDING ---~ 

12. ARCKTECTURE, EHOINEERINO, AND DECORAnVE ARTS 

~-PARLOR 
DOlJBLE · PARLOR 

CLIS1'0MARY PlANS CROSS • PASSAGE 
ADDITIVE 
SH:m1N 
OOUBL£-CEL.I.. 

----1 
CENTER PASSAG&XlUEI.E PU 

PLAN ----1 CENTER PASSAGEISINGI.E PIU: 
PHASE I STAIR HALL PLANS SIDlE PASSAGE/SINGLE PIU: 

Sl DE PASSAGEIOOUBL£ PILE 
CORNER PASSAGEIOOUI!LE PU 

SERVICE WlNGS --------1 ATTACHED KITCHEN 
ATTACHED KrTCHEN · DINING ROO~ 

CONSOl.IQoi.'TEOPt.ANISS------1~ ~ 
cmt'R 

~YRE~-------~ 

POSTMEOIEVAL ENGUSH 
[)Jl'Qi 

SWlEDISH AND ANNSH 
~ 

SCOTCH · IRISH 
Rea; 

SPANISH 
ANGLO - AMERICAN 
GEORGIAN 

EARLY CLASSICAL REVIVAL 
FEDEfW. 

GREEK REVIVAL 
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MD-HNETEENTH~ I ~IC REVIVAL 
EXOTIC REVIVAL --------il t.IOORISH REVIVAL 
TUSCAN OR ITAUAN VILLA EGYF'TIAN REVIVAL 
OCTAIOON t.a:E 

OOTHIC 
ITALIANATE 
ECLECTIC 
SEOOIC>BA'R: 

I.ATEVICTOR~N --------~OU%N~ 
STICK STYLE 
SHINCU:: Sl'llE 

LATE NINE'T'EEI'mi AND EARLY 
TWEHTlETH CENTURY REVIVAUl 

~ ITALIAN RENAISSANCE 
RENAISSANCE- -------I FRENCH RENAJSSANCE 

BEAUX ARTS [)Jl'Qi 
COLONIAl REVIVAI:-------1 ENGLISH 

SPANISH AND ~ISSIOH COLONAl. REVIVAL 
ClASSICAL REVIVAL 
TUDOR REVIVAL 
LATE GOTHIC REVIVAL 
~lF · TIMBERED 
FUme 
ITALIAN RENAISSANCE 
FREtDi RENAISSANCE 
PUEilLO 

LATENti£TEENT'HANOr:Nf..Y l =~ 
l'NBIT1E1l4 CENT\JRI' M(MAEHfS ~FtCAL Sl'llE 

CHCAOO 
SI<'I8CfW'ER 

IJ.DJEJM; 
I.QERii~------1 ART CECO 

IHTERNA~L STYu: 

Oli-£R ---------1 FWCH 
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12. ARCifTECTURE, EHGINEERINQ, AND DECOIIAT1YE AIITS 

(CONTNUED FRO '-A I'RE'iiOUS PAGE) MIUTARY AND HISTORICAI. - ----11 = 
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13. GOVERNMENT 

~ES I ~---------"1ca.RTI-0..5ES ~LOCAL: ~IPALBUILD INGS 
POLICE STAT lOllS 
FIRE STATIONS 

POST STATIONS ~HOSPITALS AND hAEDICAL CENTERS 
LIBRARIES MENTAL I-OSPITALS 
HEALTH FACILITIES SANTARILNS 

SERVICES---~ REHABILITATION INSTITUTIONS ~HOMESANORESTHOMES 
RESEARCH FACILITIES 

WOA<Kl..ISES 
PENAL INSTITUTIONS ---l~ 

~TORIES 

I 
GENERATING AND PUMPING FACILITIES 

• RESERVOIRS 
--------~WATER ro.\'ERS WATER 

WATERLINES 

PUBLIC L..IILITIE'T------- SCUD WASTE AND ---------l SEWAGE TREATMENT FACUTIES I 
SEWERUNES 

SEWAGE DISPOSAL SANITARY LANDFILLS 

---------- GENERATING STATIONS AND POWER PLANTS 
STORAGE FACLITIES 

l
~ 

BASES, POSTS. AND CAMPS FORTIFICATIONS 

MILITARY MAAACKS 
INSTITUTIONS l RESERVE LANDS MIJTARY PRISONS 

AIU:lRIES AND MAGAZJNES 
IWW)EGfO..N)S 

COAST GUARD STATON$ PORT FACIUTIES 
BATilEFlELDS .MW'IELOS AND FACILITIES 

f'IOPNER Lt.ES 
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14. RELIGION 

CEREMONI!L. SrTES 
MISSIONS 
MEET!tGS l-OUSES 

PLACES OF WORSHIP - - ---1 CHJRCHES 

PAR ISH HALLS 

CATHEDRJILS 
cHAP as 
S'fN.AGOGUES AND TEMPLES 

CEMETERIES 
SEMINARIES 
sao:t.S 

RELATED FACILITIES-----+ CAMP MEET'N3 GAOLNDS 

OT'HER 

CONENTS 
MONASTERIES 
PARSONJIGES 
MANSES 
RECTORIES 
PARISH HALLS 

15. EDUCATION 

~= PRIVATE SCHOOLS PAAOCHIJIL 
TOWNSHIP AND SUBSCRIPTION 
ACADEMIES 

l lc:a.1MLNITY 
FFe ------i CENTRALIZED 

PUa.IC AND co.lMON SCHQ().S LANCASTER IAN 
RURAL 
INDUSTRIAL 
r-s:R) 

INSTITUTIONS OF l.l.NIOA ca.LEGES 
HIGHER LEARNING ----~ CCUEGES 

UNIVERSITIES 
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16. COMMUNITY ORGANIZATlONS 

RECREATIONAL AND Cl.l.nJRAL 

FAlFUFOJ.lOS 
niEATRES 
AUDITORIUMS 
MUSIC HALLS 

OPERA I-O..SES 
SVMPH:'N'I' HALLS 
l'wtJlB.Ml 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY LIBRARIES 
BOTANICAL GARDENS 
CONSERVATORIES 
AR!ORET\.MS 
ZOCl..OOICAL GARDENS 
AQUARIUMS 
PLANETARIUMS 
ATHLETIC FIELDS 
STADIUMS 
G~ 

ARENAS 
TENNIS COURTS 
GClF COJRSES 
LA 'Mil BOWl.NG GREENS 
SHJFFl.EI3Qo\RD COURTS 
~ICIPAL SWIMMING POOLS 

RESCUE MISSCINS I
~ES 

~EERANO SOUPKITCHENS 
CHAAITABLE'--------1 DISASTER Ra iEF HEADQUARTERS 

-----l 
SOCIAL CLUB BUI.DINGS 
LITERARY CLUB BUILDINGS 

PRIVATE GARDEN CLUB BUlDINGS 
SPORTS CWB BUILDINGS 
l.OOGE I'W..LS 

17. OCCUPATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 

GFWIGES 
l.NONHALLS 

CI-W.eER OF cor.t.ERCE BUlDNGS 

PROFESSICNAL ASSOCIATIONS 
OFACES ANO MEETNl HALLS 
Oll-ER 
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18. MAJOR FAMILIES, INDIVIDUALS, AND EVENTS 
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